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1 E8 

Overall, this response is at Excellence level, because the candidate has fully 
explained business concepts with clear structure, using “what”, “why”, and 
“how”. The candidate has consistently used connectives like “as”, 
“because”, “leads to”, and “therefore” to give full explanations, with business 
knowledge integrated. 

Part (a) 

The candidate has given a full explanation of democratic leadership. 
Aspects of rangatiratanga were fully explained. The candidate has selected 
relevant concepts from the definition of rangatiratanga and explained how 
Preston Provisions shows rangatiratanga, linking these reasons to impacts. 

Part (b) 

The candidate gave a full explanation using the “what”, the reason, and an 
impact on Preston’s Provisions. The candidate linked the benefit to the 
current situation of the business (context), that being that Preston’s 
Provisions is in a highly competitive industry where profit margins are small. 

Part (c) 

The candidate’s explanation of lean production was weaker, and did not 
explicitly link to minimising costs, which this part of the task required. 

The candidate’s explanation of economies of scale was sufficient for Merit. 
A correct definition was given, with an example integrated in context and 
linked to minimising costs. 

The candidate successfully justified the action by explaining that economies 
of scale minimise costs to a greater extent than lean production. Several 
reasons were given. The response was not memorised, as the candidate 
has included evidence from the stimulus – namely, that Preston’s Provisions 
has a chain of several supermarkets – to help justify their decision to use 
economies of scale as their preferred method. 

Part (d) 

One policy and one procedure were correctly identified for a large business. 
A clear reason was given for both the policy and the procedure, and the 
impacts on the large business (Countdown, Kaiapoi) have been included. 
Therefore, this part of the task has been answered at Merit level. 

A justification for strong policies and procedures was given, with reasons. 
The same clear structure of “what”, “why”, and “how” has been used. 
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